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Roland Flint beckons us in a voice inclusive and reassuring to come see the everyday world. In Easy, Flint
speaks of gratitude for whatever is good, true, and simple, though one suspects such gratitude is not simply
or easily acquired. There is a gentleness, if not always in the subjects of these poems, then in their telling and
in their reception.

"What is laughter to cure cancer? / or to surprise a darkness like grief/ so that you guiltily clap your mouth?"
("Haha"). "If the colors of spring are no / brighter, as to Williams's widow, / they are no less bright, or fine /
to me, despite my sorrowing, / seeing them, you are gone" ("Tom"). Flint's fluid penetration of diverse
people and matters -- manual laborers, the next-door neighbor teaching his son to ride a bike, Allen Tate,
cooking, gardening, marriage, popular culture, the link/rivalry between laughter and sex, poetry itself -- does
not descend to the mysterious, difficult, or esoteric; people and life, pure and simple, yield bald-faced truths
and exquisite riches of insight enough.

Easy is a marvelous work: lyrical gems of honest and wry delight in what we mistake as commonplace.
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From reader reviews:

Corine Ramirez:

What do you think of book? It is just for students since they are still students or the item for all people in the
world, the actual best subject for that? Just you can be answered for that problem above. Every person has
several personality and hobby for each other. Don't to be pushed someone or something that they don't would
like do that. You must know how great in addition to important the book Easy: Poems. All type of book
could you see on many resources. You can look for the internet resources or other social media.

Numbers Harless:

Does one one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt if you are in the book store? Aim to pick
one book that you just dont know the inside because don't determine book by its protect may doesn't work
the following is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not seeing that fantastic as in the
outside seem likes. Maybe you answer may be Easy: Poems why because the amazing cover that make you
consider in regards to the content will not disappoint a person. The inside or content is definitely fantastic as
the outside or even cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly guide you to pick up this book.

Samuel Hamby:

The book untitled Easy: Poems contain a lot of information on that. The writer explains the woman idea with
easy way. The language is very simple to implement all the people, so do not worry, you can easy to read
this. The book was authored by famous author. The author provides you in the new era of literary works. It is
possible to read this book because you can continue reading your smart phone, or device, so you can read the
book with anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can open up their official web-site as
well as order it. Have a nice examine.

Richard Graham:

As we know that book is vital thing to add our know-how for everything. By a publication we can know
everything we want. A book is a pair of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet. Every year
seemed to be exactly added. This guide Easy: Poems was filled in relation to science. Spend your free time to
add your knowledge about your science competence. Some people has distinct feel when they reading a
book. If you know how big benefit from a book, you can experience enjoy to read a guide. In the modern era
like currently, many ways to get book that you simply wanted.
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